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Innovative Manufacturing

■ Real-time pressure distribution measurement device to facilitate the observation of a
　 person’s condition
■ A wide range of applications with its high elasticity and changeable shape

Thin, Elastic Pressure Distribution Sensor  
Flexible Smart Devices manufactured by Printed Electronics 

The pressure distribution measuring device provides 
abundant data about the user’s condition in real time for 
observation purposes. Examples of healthcare and sports 
medicine applications include measuring foot pressure 
distribution of walkers or runners and monitoring pressure 
placed on the body when seated or sleeping for nursing 
purposes. Until now, measurement devices for the 
above-mentioned uses lacked durability and flexibility and it 
was difficult to mount devices on areas that are subject to 
strong impact or are highly cushioned. AIST integrated its 
various technologies to develop a flexible, elastic, thin and 
durable pressure distribution sensor. This sensor has a wide 
variety of possible applications and can contribute 
significantly to improved quality of life (QOL).

Highly elastic pressure distribution sensor The sensor’s application in a seat pressure measurement device

Technical Solution 

This sensor is made from an array of capacitive pressure sensor 
elements. When pressure is placed on the sensor, the sensor 
elements, which are constructed from a flexible material, are 
compressed and the distance between the top and bottom 
electrodes is reduced, which increases electrostatic capacity. The 
electrical conducting material of the line electrodes that form the 
sensor matrix uses a conductive fiber with a high aspect ratio. 
These conductive fibers maintain their connections even when 
the line electrode is stretched, which controls increases in 
resistance and allows for stable electric  properties.

Product and Technology Overview

■ Proximity sensor that is easy to configure and install anywhere
■ Mounting technology that enables quick, room temperature mounting of electronic
　 parts on top of a flexible base material

Film-Type Proximity Sensor and 
 Film Mounting Technology

Flexible Smart Devices manufactured by Printed Electronics 

Conventional movement sensors (i) can only be installed in 
specific areas because they are rigid and large; (ii) must be 
installed by an expert because of the knowhow required in 
terms of placement and direction; and (iii) can cause the 
psychological stress of being watched. The newly 
developed proximity sensor and film mounting technology 
can be used together to create a film-type sensor that has a 
high degree of flexibility and is easy to install in a wide 
variety of areas. For example, the sensor can be placed on 
the underside of a bed or floor and remain unnoticed to 
more naturally monitor people’s movements or breathing. 
Using “tiling technology,” the film-type sensors can be 
configured into various sizes and shapes and connected to 
make sensors that cover a wide area inside a house. In 
addition to simple applications, such as switches and toys, 
this totally new type of sensor can be used to unobtrusively 
watch over the elderly or young children.

Film-type proximity sensor Mounting technology to mount electronic parts on a film
(example: LED lighting system)

Technical Solution

This sensor is thin, lightweight and durable. It is also very 
portable so it can be carried and used anywhere. The detection 
limit is approximately 10 cm. Hence, it can detect a person 
approaching even when placed in a mattress, floor or on the 
other side of a wall. Its detection limit is higher when bent. While 
with conventional soldering and anisotropic conductive film 
mounting technologies, the electronic parts necessary for driving 
the printed electrodes and sensors easily peel off when the base 
is bent, with the newly developed film mounting technology, the 
connections between the electrodes are maintained even when 
bent repeatedly at a curvature radius of several centimeters. 
Taking advantage of these sensor and mounting technologies, we 
are working with a university medical department to prepare for 
clinical trials of a preliminary screening test for sleep apnea. In 
addition to applications in nursing and security, the technology 
holds promise in a wide range of applications in the medical field.
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Development of Basic Technologies for Next-Generation Printed 
Electronics Materials and Process Technologies
NEDO is developing technologies to create thin, lightweight, flexible, energy-efficient and 
large- surface-area printed electronics. In addition to applications in daily life, NEDO is 
exploring a wide variety of other applications, such as the world's first fully printed, 
integrated pressure and temperature sensor sheet.
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